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ABSTRACT: High-order harmonic generation (HHG) arising
from the nonperturbative interaction of intense light fields with
matter constitutes a well-established tabletop source of coherent
extreme-ultraviolet and soft X-ray radiation, which is typically
emitted as attosecond pulse trains. However, ultrafast applications
increasingly demand isolated attosecond pulses (IAPs), which offer
great promise for advancing precision control of electron dynamics.
Yet, the direct generation of IAPs typically requires the synthesis of
near-single-cycle intense driving fields, which is technologically
challenging. In this work, we theoretically demonstrate a novel
scheme for the straightforward and compact generation of IAPs
from multicycle infrared drivers using hollow capillary fibers (HCFs). Starting from a standard, intense multicycle infrared pulse, a
light transient is generated by extreme soliton self-compression in a HCF with decreasing pressure and is subsequently used to drive
HHG in a gas target. Owing to the subcycle confinement of the HHG process, high-contrast IAPs are continuously emitted almost
independently of the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) of the optimally self-compressed drivers. This results in a CEP-robust scheme
which is also stable under macroscopic propagation of the high harmonics in a gas target. Our results open the way to a new
generation of integrated all-fiber IAP sources, overcoming the efficiency limitations of usual gating techniques for multicycle drivers.
KEYWORDS: nonlinear optics, ultrashort laser pulses, soliton self-compression, hollow capillary fibers, high-order harmonic generation,
isolated attosecond pulses

1. INTRODUCTION
Laser sources delivering broadband ultrashort pulses are of
paramount importance for ultrafast science. In a continuous
effort to access the briefest phenomena in nature, the temporal
resolution afforded by this technology has advanced through
12 orders of magnitude in the last five decades, overcoming the
ultimate limit set by the period of the carrier wave. In the last
years, the generation of subcycle optical waveforms has
enabled unprecedented control of electron dynamics and
strong field processes.1,2 Among the latter, high harmonic
generation (HHG) stands out as the only tabletop process
capable of providing coherent extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) and
soft X-ray radiation.3 In the semiclassical microscopic picture
of HHG in gaseous media,4 an intense infrared (IR) laser pulse
first tunnel-ionizes the atoms and coherently drives the motion
of the free electrons. Second, after reversal of the driving
electric field, the electrons are driven back to the parent ions
and, upon recollision, high frequency radiation is emitted. As
the entire HHG process is repeated every half cycle of the IR
pulse, standard high harmonic emission consists of a train of
attosecond bursts.5,6 This unique ultrafast source has opened

the door to time-resolved studies of valence electron motion in
atoms7,8 or charge migration in molecules,9−11 among many
others.12,13 Nevertheless, for certain applications, the isolation
of a single attosecond pulse from the train is preferred. For this
purpose, different gating techniques have been developed,
allowing for the generation of isolated attosecond pulses
(IAPs) from commercially available multicycle IR pulses.
These consist on controlling the rescattering process on the
microscopic level like polarization gating14−16 or two-color and
double optical gating,17−19 taking advantage of macroscopic
propagation effects like ionization gating or time-gated phase-
matching,20−25 or implementing the attosecond lighthouse
effect based on spatiotemporal wavefront control.26,27
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Simpler techniques, like amplitude gating with few-cycle
drivers, have also been demonstrated,28,29 but these require an
additional spectral selection of the high-energy cutoff produced
by the most intense half cycle of the driving field, precluding
the generation of ultrabroadband IAPs.30 Since the first
experimental confirmation of amplitude gating in 2001,31 this
technique has been refined to overcome this bandwidth
limitation by the use of ever shorter IR pulses down into the
subcycle regime. These waveforms naturally confine the HHG
process to the only intense half cycle of the electric field, and
recently, precise tailoring of driving transients has allowed the
direct creation of highly tunable IAPs and enhanced HHG
spectra.32−34 However, the subcycle control of light transients
often requires the use of extremely complex systems, like the
so-called parametric waveform synthesizers.35 Therefore, next-
generation HHG experiments would strongly benefit from the
availability of more compact and handy sources of subcycle
optical drivers.

A very promising alternative for the generation of subcycle
IR pulses comes through high-energy soliton dynamics in gas-
filled hollow capillary fibers (HCFs).36 These simple fibers are
routinely used for ultrashort pulse compression37 and allow for
significant energy scaling and nonlinearity and dispersion
tuning by modifying the pressure of the filling gas.38 In
particular, if the latter is chosen so that an input multicycle
pulse propagates in the HCF with anomalous dispersion, the
simultaneous nonlinear spectral broadening by self-phase
modulation (SPM) and phase compensation arising from the
negative group-velocity dispersion (GVD) can lead to soliton
self-compression well down into the subcycle regime.39,40

Recent studies have demonstrated that this extreme pulse
compression can be further enhanced by pumping the fiber
with a decreasing pressure gradient41 and that broadly similar
high-quality subcycle IR fields can be generated in different
HCF scenarios.42 In addition, the use of decreasing pressure
could be of great interest for HHG experiments, as it allows for
the direct delivery to vacuum of the self-compressed pulses free
of distortions from transmission optics.43,44 Altogether, the
combination of HHG beamlines with HCFs delivering intense
self-compressed IR transients opens a very promising scenario
to develop compact and versatile scientific tools for the
generation of high-frequency IAPs, but theoretical inves-
tigations and design guidelines are still missing to make it a
feasible technique.

In this work, we demonstrate a unique control in the
efficient generation of IAPs from self-compressed multicycle IR
pulses, combining for the first time in a compact scheme the
advantages of using state-of-the-art femtosecond pump pulses
with the possibilities offered by subcycle waveform tailoring.
We numerically study HHG driven by IR subcycle pulses
generated by extreme soliton self-compression in a gas-filled
HCF with a decreasing pressure gradient that allows direct
delivery to a vacuum beamline. By systematically scanning the
energy of the input pulse to the fiber, its output carrier-
envelope phase (CEP) and the pumping gas pressure, different
IR fields are synthesized. When driving HHG with these
unique waveforms, we can control the properties of the
generated high-order harmonics and attosecond pulses. In
particular, our results demonstrate that high-contrast IAPs are
directly produced for a broad set of driving fields
corresponding to the optimally self-compressed IR pulses.
Most interestingly, owing to the nature of the IR waveforms,
clean IAPs are continuously emitted for a wide range of driver
CEPs, resulting in a CEP-robust scheme which is also stable
under macroscopic propagation of the high harmonics in a gas
target. Our results open the door to a new generation of HCF-
based IAP sources for ultrafast applications and also provide a
compact tool to explore the role of isolated attosecond pulses
in recent works of quantum HHG.45,46

2. METHODS
Figure 1 shows the proposed scheme comprising a first stage of
pulse self-compression in a gas-filled HCF and subsequent
HHG in a gas target driven by the subcycle waveforms exiting
the fiber. The capillary is negatively pumped, i.e., filled with a
decreasing pressure gradient, with the gas supplied at the
entrance at a pressure p0, and the output end directly coupled
to the vacuum beamline at pressure pL = 0. In this way, the
resulting pressure distribution along the longitudinal coor-
dinate z of the fiber is given by47

= + =p z p
z
L

p p p
z
L

( ) ( ) 1L0
2 2

0
2

0 (1)

where L represents the HCF length. The first fiber stage is
theoretically modeled with a (2 + 1)D multimode nonlinear
propagation equation for the pulse complex envelope

T z( , , ), which can be written as

Figure 1. Schematic of an in-vacuum HHG beamline driven by subcycle self-compressed pulses from a gas-filled HCF with a decreasing pressure
gradient. Starting from a multicycle IR pulse (1), a light transient (2) is generated by extreme soliton self-compression in the fiber and subsequently
used to produce EUV IAPs (3) in a gas target.
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= + [ ]
z

T z L N T z T z( , , ) ( ( , , ) ) ( , , )
(2)

where the operator L̂ accounts for the linear propagation
effects of diffraction, complete chromatic dispersion and linear
losses, and N̂ includes the nonlinear effects of self-phase
modulation (SPM), self-steepening, and photoionization and
plasma absorption. A detailed description of each term and
their mathematical form can be found in refs 48 and 49. Here
the pulse propagation equation is expressed in a local time T =
t − z/vg measured in a reference frame traveling with the pulse
at the group velocity vg, and the spatial pulse envelope is
assumed to have cylindrical symmetry and depend only upon
the radial coordinate = +x y2 2 .

Equation 2 is numerically solved with a standard split-step
Fourier method,50 where each propagation step Δz is divided
into two substeps. In the first substep, linear effects alone are
applied by decomposing T z( , , ) into the linearly polarized
EH1m modes of the HCF and advancing each mode with its
complex propagation constant βm(ω):51

+ = { }
=

z z c z EH i z( , , ) ( , ) ( )exp ( )
m

m m m
1

1

(3)

where ω stands for angular frequency and +z z( , , ) is
the direct Fourier transform of +T z z( , , ). The
coefficients cm(ω, z) of the modal expansion are computed
with an inverse Hankel transform of the spatial beam
distribution in the fiber core, and up to 30 modes are typically
considered in the simulations. In the second substep, the
nonlinearity is assumed to act alone, and eq 2 with L̂ = 0 is
integrated in the time domain with a fourth-order Runge−
Kutta algorithm. In addition, to first explore different self-
compression scenarios and perform systematic parameter
scans, we reduce the (2 + 1)D computationally demanding
model to a time-dependent (1 + 1)D nonlinear propagation
equation for the fundamental EH11 mode of the HCF,
neglecting spatial and plasma dynamics.41,49 This approxima-
tion accurately describes ultrashort pulse propagation in the
low-intensity regime, where the peak power and the peak
intensity of the pulse remain, respectively, below the critical
power for self-focusing and the threshold intensity for gas
ionization.52

When complete (2 + 1)D simulations are performed, the
cylindrically symmetric pulse at the HCF output T z( , , ) is
then propagated in vacuum and focused onto a low density gas
target to drive HHG, as depicted in Figure 1. The beam free-
space expansion from z to z + Δz is numerically accomplished
by expressing T z( , , ) as a superposition of plane
monochromatic waves and multiplying each Fourier compo-
nent by its corresponding propagation phase:53

=k z z J k( , , ) ( , , ) ( ) d
0 0 (4)
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0

g,0

(5)

where kρ and kz are radial and axial wave numbers, k z( , , )
is the Hankel transform of z( , , ), and J0(x) is the zeroth
order Bessel function of the first kind. The dispersion relation

in vacuum is given by kz
2 = ω2/c2 − kρ

2, where c is the speed of
light, kz,0 = kz(ω = ω0, kρ = 0) = ω0/c is the wavenumber of a
plane wave at the central frequency ω0 propagating in the
longitudinal direction, and vg,0 = vg(ω = ω0, kρ = 0) = c is the
speed of a reference frame moving with the group velocity of
the pulse, with =v k( / )zg

1. After its free-expansion, the
beam is focused with an ideal concave mirror, which is
modeled in the frequency domain as a quadratic spatial phase
∼ exp{−iωρ2/(2cf)}, f being its focal length. This procedure
recovers a perfect image of the HCF output at the focal
plane,54 with a suitable intensity for driving efficient HHG.

The corresponding IR electric field around the focal volume
i s g e n e r a t e d b y a d d i n g t h e c a r r i e r w a v e a s

= [ { + }]E T z T z i T i( , , ) ( , , )exp0 0 CEP , ϕC E P being
the CEP, and it is used as input to macroscopic HHG
calculations in a gas target. Note that, as T z( , , ) is a
complex quantity with its own temporal phase, ϕCEP = 0 might
not correspond to the situation of maximum field amplitude. In
the HHG simulations, the generation medium is discretized
into elementary radiators and single-atom harmonic contribu-
tions are computed through the full integration of the three-
dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation (3D-
TDSE), under the single-active electron approximation,
which is given by

i
k
jjj y

{
zzz= + +i

T
T

m
i e

c
T T V Tr A r r r( , )

1
2

( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
e

j

2

C

(6)

where Ψ(r, T) is the electronic wave function, me is the
electron mass, e = |e| is the elementary charge, VC(r) is the
Coulomb potential, and Aj(T) is the vector potential
associated with the linearly polarized driving field at the
atom position rj, i.e., E0(rj, T) = −(1/c)(∂/∂T)Aj(T). Equation
6 is solved using the Crank−Nicolson finite difference method
and the dipole acceleration aj(T) of the jth charge is obtained
from the mean value of the operator −(1/me)∇VC(r).

The emissions from each accelerated charge in the target are
then propagated to a far-field detector through the electro-
magnetic field propagator, thus taking into account the phase-
matching of the high-order harmonics. The transversal far-field
radiated by the charge at rj is given by55

=
| |

× × [ | | ]T e
c

T cE r
r r

s s a r r( , ) ( / )j d
d j

d d j d j2
(7)

where sd = rd/|rd| is a unitary vector pointing to a virtual
detector located at rd, and aj is evaluated at the retarded time.
Under the dipole approximation, the charge displacement
during the interaction is considered small in comparison to the
wavelength of the driving field and, thus, the position rj in eq 7
is assumed to be time-independent. Finally, the elementary
fields are coherently added in the detector to obtain the total
emission:

= +
=

T T TE r E r E r( , ) ( , ) ( , )d d
j

n

j d0
1 (8)

The number of atoms n considered in the simulations is large
enough to reach the convergence of the results. The
fundamental and low-order harmonics are last filtered with a
200 nm-thick aluminum foil. Note that we considered that,
after the HCF, the IR driving field propagates in vacuum,
neglecting dispersion and nonlinear reshaping in the gas jet, an
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assumption that is valid in the case of moderate pulse
intensities and low density targets (∼1017 atoms/cm3) such as
those used in standard HHG experiments.55

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Optimal Subcycle Self-Compression and HHG

Regimes. First, to produce a wide variety of ultrashort IR
waveforms and investigate their influence on HHG, we have
followed the procedure detailed in ref.41 In short, using the (1
+ 1)D propagation model, we have simulated the self-
compression of a 30 fs (intensity full width at half-maximum,
fwhm) transform-limited Gaussian pulse at 800 nm through a
3 m long, 100 μm core-radius HCF filled with argon, while
varying its initial energy U0 and the equivalent pressure peq.
The latter is defined as the constant gas pressure which
matches the nonlinear phase-shift acquired by the pulse during
its propagation through the negatively pumped fiber and, for a

pressure distribution in the form of eq 1, it is simply related to
the pumping pressure by peq = 2p0/3.44

For each (U0, peq) pair, Figure 2a shows the ratio of output
to input peak power of the self-compressed pulses. In this plot,
the optimal region for high-quality subcycle pulse generation
can be readily identified as the area of largest peak power
enhancement, which was also found to overlap with the region
of shortest output pulse duration.41,42 In the decreasing
pressure configuration, this optimal self-compression region
is in general delimited by two constraints. On one hand, the
soliton order must be kept N < 15 to achieve a high-quality
compression without triggering modulation instabilities.56,57

On the other hand, the fixed fiber length has to match the
characteristic length of the process to ensure that the self-
compressing pulse reaches the minimum possible duration
without entering in the soliton fission regime. In previous
works, an average self-compression length was defined as41

Figure 2. (a) Ratio of output to input peak power of the self-compressed IR pulses as a function of the initial energy U0 and the equivalent constant
pressure peq in the negatively pumped 100 μm core-radius, 3 m long HCF filled with Ar. The solid black line represents the contour where L = Lav,
which runs along the optimal region for subcycle self-compression. (b, c) Self-compressed IR drivers generated in the HCF for two different sets of
(U0, peq, ϕCEP): (b) a few-cycle pulse and (c) a subcycle light transient. (d, e) Time-frequency analysis of their corresponding single-atom HHG
emissions in hydrogen when their instantaneous peak intensity is set to 1.57 × 1014 W/cm2 (electric field amplitude of 0.067 au). Additional panels
(d.1, e.1) show the high-harmonic spectra and (d.2, e.2) their temporal counterpart in the form of an attosecond pulse train or a clean IAP.
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=
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= +
L

L L
L

2
1 2

2 2av
sc fiss

fiss (9)

where Lfiss = LD/N is the fission length,57 =L L / 2sc fiss is a
self-compression length,58 =N L L( / )D NL

1/2 is the soliton
order, and LD = Tp

2/(4 ln 2|β2|) and LNL = 1/(γP0) determine
the characteristic length scales of GVD and SPM, respec-
tively.50 Here Tp represents the fwhm duration of the input
Gaussian pulse, P0 refers to its peak power, β2 is the GVD
coefficient of the HCF, and γ is the nonlinear parameter as
defined elsewhere.50 As also shown in Figure 2a, the condition
L = Lav describes a contour line in the energy-pressure plane
which, when falling inside the space with N < 15, can be used
to identify the optimal region for high-quality self-compression
in any configuration.42

After simulating the first HCF stage, we have generated
different IR fields from each self-compressed pulse by adding
the carrier wave with eight values of ϕCEP ranging from 0 to π
rad. We verified with a carrier-resolved propagation code that,
in our range, this can be equally accomplished by varying the
CEP of the input pulse, which is a more realistic experimental
scenario. However, from the computational point of view, we
found it more efficient for the parameter sweeps to propagate
the pulse envelope and then build the electric field at the HHG
generation points. The resulting large set of waveforms, each
identified by (U0, peq, ϕCEP), was used to perform single-atom
3D-TDSE HHG calculations in atomic hydrogen. This target
species was chosen for simplicity, but the 3D-TDSE could be
easily extended to other noble gases (Ar, He, Kr, Ne), under
the single-active electron approximation. In addition, to isolate
the influence of the driving waveform itself in HHG, all IR

drivers were first normalized to an instantaneous peak intensity
of 1.57 × 1014 W/cm2 (corresponding to an electric field
amplitude of 0.067 atomic units, au). Experimentally, this
could be achieved by inserting a variable attenuator in the
beam path in Figure 1 or by adjusting the focusing geometry.
Finally, the temporal and spectral properties of the harmonic
radiation (maximum photon energy, isolation of attosecond
pulses, contrast, etc.) were analyzed in terms of the free
parameters (U0, peq, ϕCEP), providing useful design guidelines
for experiments.

Two representative examples of HHG driven by IR self-
compressed pulses are shown in Figures 2b−e. In the region
below the contour line L = Lav, the propagating pulse exits the
fiber before reaching the maximum self-compression point,
resulting in driving fields with few-cycle durations like the one
shown in Figure 2b. The results of the 3D-TDSE HHG
calculations for this IR pulse are shown in the time-frequency
analysis (also known as spectrogram) in Figure 2d, which
encodes the complete information on the HHG emission both
in intensity and phase. As we can see in Figure 2d.2, this kind
of suboptimal self-compressed pulses yield attosecond pulse
trains in the temporal domain, but their HHG spectra (Figure
2d.1) were found to reach the highest photon energies because
the field strength is preserved after the ionization HHG step
with longer pulses.

As the product U0 × peq is increased, the output pulses from
the HCF become shorter until high-quality subcycle wave-
forms are generated in the region around the contour L = Lav.
Figure 2c shows one of such IR light transients, which reached
an intensity fwhm duration of 1.2 fs corresponding to 0.45
optical cycles at the initial central wavelength of 800 nm. The
single-atom HHG spectrum for this driving waveform is shown

Figure 3. (a) Robustness of the IAPs to variations in the CEP of the subcycle drivers which are generated in the HCF for different pairs of pump
energy and gas pressure. The highlighted point with a star label refers to the situation shown in Figure 4. (b) Single-atom HHG spectra as a
function of the CEP of the IR driving field generated in the HCF for an input pulse energy U0 = 83.75 μJ and an equivalent Ar pressure peq = 179.5
mbar. (c) Temporal profile and (d) fwhm intensity duration and contrast of the corresponding attosecond pulses.
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in Figure 2e.1 and visibly presents a lower cutoff energy than
the spectrum corresponding to the previous 4 fs pulse. This is
because the time-integrated electric field strength after the
ionization step (i.e., the energy accumulated by the free
electrons during their acceleration in the laser field) is smaller
for the subcycle than for the few-cycle pulse. In addition, as we
can see from the complete time-frequency analysis in Figure
2e, these subcycle IR fields tightly constrict the whole HHG
process, with all the harmonics being emitted in a very narrow
temporal window, leading to the direct generation of clean
IAPs (see Figure 2e.2). Note that, despite their subcycle
nature, the temporal duration of all the studied waveforms was
found to be still sufficient to allow for the recombination HHG
step to occur.
3.2. Robustness of IAP Generation against the CEP of

Subcycle Drivers. We now focus on the situations where the
self-compressed pulses from the HCF directly lead to the
emission of high-order harmonics in the form of clean IAPs. In
Figure 3a, we plot all the investigated (U0, peq) pairs that
produced IAPs. For a systematic search, we considered an
attosecond pulse to be isolated whenever the intensity of the
secondary temporal bursts remained below 10% of the peak
intensity. As we can clearly realize by comparing Figures 2a
and 3a, the region for IAP generation matches the region for
optimal subcycle self-compression in the HCF running along
the contour line L = Lav.

For these ultrashort IR driving waveforms, the intensity
envelope | |z T( , , ) 2 evolves in the same temporal scale as
the carrier oscillations. Therefore, the CEP becomes of critical
importance in the HHG process as it determines the particular
variation of the laser electric field in time. Being driven by the
electromagnetic field itself, all effects in strong-field laser
interactions have demonstrated to be sensitive to the CEP,59,60

and HHG is no exception. In particular, attosecond pulse
production has been found to be very sensitive to the driver
CEP when working with few-cycle pulses. In this regime,
known as the nonadiabatic regime, CEP variations leave a clear
imprint in the high-harmonic spectra due to the interference
between consecutive attosecond bursts,7,61−64 and adequate
values of CEP can even lead to the generation of IAPs if the
resulting electric field limits the emission of harmonics to a
single recollision event. As a consequence, one would expect a
similar or stronger dependence on the CEP for our self-
compressed subcycle pulses.

To gain insight into these effects, we have first computed the
robustness of the generated IAPs to variations in their driver
CEP for each point in Figure 3a. This parameter is represented
both in the color scale and with the markers size. For the
subcycle pulse envelope generated in the HCF for each point
(U0, peq), we defined the CEP robustness as the percentage of
values of ϕCEP ∈ [0, π] for which the resulting electric fields
lead to the direct emission of IAPs according to the
aforementioned isolation criterion. Noticeably, many cases
exhibit very high values of CEP robustness around 50−60%,
the best cases reaching up to 75%.

In addition, the complete 3D-TDSE HHG simulations
results for an optimal case with 75% of CEP robustness are
shown in Figure 3b−d. From left to right, the three columns
depict (b) the HHG spectra, (c) the corresponding temporal
profile, and (d) the fwhm duration and contrast of the
attosecond pulses generated with each subcycle IR driver as a
function of its CEP. Here, contrast is defined as the ratio of
energy within the main attosecond pulse to the overall energy

transmitted through the aluminum filter. As we can see, clean
IAPs are continuously generated in most of the CEP range. In
all cases, these IAPs exhibit a great contrast above 0.8 and a
fwhm duration of around 350−450 as. In the frequency
domain, the generation of IAPs is accompanied by a smooth
cutoff free of spectral fringes. Changes in the CEP of the
driving field shift the recollision time along the pulse
envelope,64 resulting in a temporal drift of the attosecond
pulses as clearly seen in Figure 3c. Despite these variations in
emission times, HHG spectra and IAP durations, the most
outstanding feature is that the single attosecond pulse isolation
is preserved for most of the CEP range. This is presumably
because, for optimally self-compressed IR drivers, the subcycle
duration of the intensity envelope always limits the HHG
process to a single recollision event from the only intense half
cycle.

For those few cases where a second attosecond burst starts
to show, the contrast drops abruptly and deep interference
modulations appear in the harmonic spectra. It is also
interesting to point out that these deteriorated cases appear
around ϕCEP = 0, and not only the attosecond pulse is not
isolated, but also the total yield is very low. This can be
understood from the fact that two consecutive driving electric
field peaks are involved in the HHG process, respectively for
the ionization and recombination steps. In subcycle waveforms
with CEP ∼ 0, which consist of a main peak surrounded by
low-intensity structure, either the ionizing or recombinating
field amplitude is weak, resulting in a low harmonic signal. On
the contrary, subcycle drivers with intermediate values of CEP
present two consecutive peaks with similar field strength and
thus yield the brightest IAPs. Therefore, subcycle pulses with
ϕCEP = 0 appear not to be the ideal drivers for HHG, and we
expect even shorter pulses with these CEP values to prevent
any EUV emission due to the absence of returning field to
drive the free electrons back to the parent ion.2

3.3. IAP Robustness against Macroscopic HHG.
Previous results for the whole set of IR waveforms were
obtained from single-atom 3D-TDSE calculations, already
providing a general insight into the properties of HHG driven
by self-compressed pulses from HCFs. However, being a highly
nonlinear process, the amplitude and phase of the harmonic
emission is very sensitive to the details of the driving field. As a
result, a complete description of HHG should include
propagation and phase-matching of the harmonics in the gas
target.21,55,65−69 In particular, for ultrabroadband subcycle
waveforms, diffraction-induced spatiotemporal reshaping and
changes in the CEP of the driving pulse around the focal
volume can affect the efficient buildup of the harmonics
emitted across the target and hinder the isolation of clean
attosecond pulses.

To analyze the impact of macroscopic propagation in the
generation of IAPs, we have performed a complete HHG
simulation in a gas jet for U0 = 58.75 μJ and peq = 255.8 mbar.
According to the single-atom calculations, this situation
presented a low CEP robustness of ∼37%, as shown in Figure
3a with the star label. This relatively sensitive case was chosen
to study the influence of propagation, because we expect the
optimal cases presenting higher CEP robustness to be less
affected by phase-matching. Using these input parameters, we
computed the (2 + 1)D self-compression of the pump pulse in
the HCF. Although the output on-axis temporal profile was
found to be almost identical to the one previously obtained
from the (1 + 1)D model, the (2 + 1)D simulation provided
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the real spatial profile at the fiber end. This beam was then
freely propagated in vacuum along a distance of 1 m and
subsequently focused with one spherical mirror ( f = 30 cm) to
a spot radius of approximately 30 μm, corresponding to a
Rayleigh length zR ∼ 3.5 mm at 800 nm. The driving waveform
was built with ϕCEP = 5π/8 rad, as this yielded the cleanest IAP
in the single-atom simulations, and attenuated to an
instantaneous peak intensity of 1.82 × 1014 W/cm2 to avoid
barrier suppression. The complete IR pulse around the focal
volume was finally used as input for macroscopic HHG
calculations in a 1 mm thick, low-density hydrogen jet centered
at the beam focus. Figure 4a shows the resulting harmonic
spectrum as a function of the divergence angle in the far-field
detector, after spatial integration along the azimuthal
coordinate. All harmonics are emitted with a low divergence
<1 mrad, and a highly contrasted 370-as IAP is generated
across the whole EUV beam. Its on-axis temporal amplitude
and intensity profile are shown in Figure 4b,c. This is in good
agreement with the predictions of the single-atom 3D-TDSE
calculations, and we expect the optimal cases exhibiting the
highest CEP robustness to also tolerate phase-matching effects,
as further confirmed by additional macroscopic simulations in
longitudinal and transversal targets not shown here. These
results demonstrate that the proposed scheme is indeed
capable of generating high-quality IAPs which remain stable

upon CEP variations and phase-matching in a gas target.
Although it is out of the scope of this paper, further
macroscopic HHG optimization by controlling beam size,
wavefront curvature, and gas jet pressure and relative position
to beam focus, could be additionally used to modify the IAP
properties, such as pulse duration, chirp or divergence.65,68−72

3.4. High-Energy Subcycle Self-Compression toward
an All-Fiber IAP Source. Given the discussion above on IAP
generation following extreme pulse self-compression in a single
HCF step, it is natural to ask whether the scheme presented in
Figure 1 could be further simplified by removing the focusing
stage and generating high-order harmonics directly at the fiber
end, as shown in Figure 5a. All-fiber HHG sources have been
briefly envisioned both theoretically and experimentally in
hollow-core photonic crystal fibers,57,73,74 and a compact soft
X-ray source, enabled by self-compression of ∼2 μm pulses in
an antiresonant HCF, has been recently demonstrated.75

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this scenario has
not yet been explored in simpler and larger-core HCFs, where
high intensities can be routinely reached. In these systems,
achieving a sufficiently high intensity at the fiber output so as
to directly drive efficient HHG would require pumping with
millijoule-level pulses and carefully choosing a relatively small
core radius to boost the peak intensity without causing
unaffordable losses. However, at high intensities, ionization

Figure 4. (a) Harmonic spectrum as a function of the divergence angle in the far-field detector obtained by driving the HHG process, in a 1 mm
thick low-density hydrogen jet centered at the beam focus, with the subcycle IR pulse obtained from the HCF for U0 = 58.75 μJ, peq = 255.8 mbar,
and ϕCEP = 5π/8 rad (corresponding to the situation labeled in Figure 3a with a star) and focused and attenuated to an instantaneous peak intensity
of 1.82 × 1014 W/cm2 (field amplitude of 0.072 au). (b) Resulting on-axis attosecond pulse and (c) its temporal intensity profile.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of an all-fiber IAP source, where HHG is directly driven at the HCF end by a self-compressed, high-energy IR subcycle
transient. (b) Contrast of the directly emitted IAPs as a function of the CEP of the driving 2.2 fs, 1.3 mJ self-compressed pulse at 1600 nm,
generated in the helium-filled HCF. (c) Single-atom 3D-TDSE high-harmonic spectrum in He for the waveform with ϕCEP = 3π/8 rad, after
transmission through a zirconium filter. (d) Corresponding IAP (fuchsia line) plotted over the main feature of the IR driving field.
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might also become a problem, both because it leads to severe
distortion of the self-compressing pulse and because it
complicates the phase-matching of the harmonics due to
strong free-electron dispersion. Furthermore, as a high energy
pulse self-compresses toward subcycle durations, its peak
power drastically increases, which can lead to beam self-
focusing and additional gas ionization if the peak power
exceeds the critical value Pcr.

76 Fortunately, as both ionization
and Pcr scale inversely with the gas density, these detrimental
nonlinear effects can be ameliorated with the decreasing
pressure gradient configuration.

As a proof of concept of an all-fiber IAP source, we have
followed the scaling rules presented before to translate
subcycle self-compression to millijoule-level pulses which
could directly drive HHG at the fiber end. One immediately
realizes that, to achieve a high-quality compression, the
constraint N < 15 inevitably sets an upper limit to the
maximum pump energy. By further inspection of the soliton
order, it is straightforward to prove that, in a first
approximation where only the waveguide dispersion is
considered, N p T U( / )peq 0 0

4 1/2. As a result, if N is to take
some optimal value below 15, then U0 ∝ N2λ0

4/(peqTp) and,
thus, the most efficient way to upscale the pulse energy is to
increase the initial central wavelength λ0 by moving toward the
mid-IR spectral region. The combination of higher energies
and longer wavelengths would definitely be of great interest for
HHG experiments. Indeed, short-wavelength- and mid-IR
drivers have been widely used to achieve high photon energies
up to the soft X-rays.3,77−79 Now, thanks to a stronger HCF
anomalous response at longer wavelengths, this energy scaling
can be accomplished even in more practical fibers (L ∼ 1 m).

As an example of this scaling principle, we have used the
complete (2 + 1)D model to simulate the self-compression of
an input 2-mJ, 35 fs Gaussian pulse centered at 1600 nm
through a 1.45 m long, 175 μm core radius, helium-filled HCF
with a decreasing pressure gradient from p0 = 3.15 bar to pL =
0.15 bar. In this case, He was chosen to avoid problems with
ionization and the fiber end was left with some pressure instead
of completely evacuated so that the HHG generation medium
could be the filling gas itself. Nevertheless, we verified with the
simulations that the output pressure pL could be approximately
varied in the range from 0 to 0.3 bar without incurring any
noticeable distortions to the self-compressed driver. This fact
could give some freedom to adjust the phase-matching of the
high-harmonics. In the configuration with pL = 0.15 bar, the IR
pulse self-compresses to an output subcycle duration of 2.2 fs,
corresponding to 0.41 optical cycles at 1600 nm, and retains
1.3 mJ of energy. This yields a peak intensity of 7.2 × 1014 W/
cm2 at the fiber end, or a peak power of 0.2 TW when
integrating over the spatial profile, which is high enough to
directly drive HHG in He.

After adding the carrier wave with different values of ϕCEP,
the resulting waveforms were used to perform single-atom 3D-
TDSE HHG calculations in He. Note that full macroscopic
HHG simulations at this longer IR wavelength using the 3D-
TDSE are beyond the state-of-the-art computational capa-
bilities: first because the nonadiabatic nature of the subcycle
pulses precludes the use of faster algorithms like those relying
on the strong-field approximation and instead requires the use
of the full-quantum 3D-TDSE,80 and second because its
numerical integration becomes very demanding already at the
microscopic level, with high photon energies requiring a small

time step and long wavelengths requiring a large spatial grid to
fit the electron trajectories. Here, as opposed to previous
simulations, the driving electric fields were directly used with
the amplitude corresponding to the 1.3 mJ pulse at the HCF
end for each CEP, without applying any normalization.
Reaching higher photon energies in He than in hydrogen,
the HHG spectra were now filtered with a 200 nm thick
zirconium foil. As we can see in Figure 5b, this configuration
also yields IAPs with a very high contrast approaching unity for
more than half of the complete CEP range. For instance,
Figure 5c shows the broadband HHG spectrum generated by
the waveform with ϕCEP = 3π/8 rad, which in the temporal
domain yields the clean IAP plotted in Figure 5d over the main
feature of the corresponding IR subcycle field.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have theoretically demonstrated a compact
and robust scheme for generating EUV IAPs from high-order
harmonics. Starting from a standard multicycle IR pulse, a light
transient is generated by extreme soliton self-compression in a
negatively pumped HCF, and is subsequently used to drive
HHG in a gas target leading to the direct emission of IAPs
without the need for additional gating techniques. Systematic
nonlinear pulse propagation simulations combined with full-
quantum 3D-TDSE HHG calculations have shown that high-
contrast IAPs are directly emitted for a broad set of driving
fields corresponding to the optimally self-compressed IR
pulses. This provides a general route toward robust IAP
generation for any HCF configuration, since the pump energy
and gas pressure which lead to optimal subcycle pulse
compression, and thus to IAP emission, can be identified in
a universal manner by matching the fiber length to an average
self-compression length. Most remarkably, owing to the nature
of the IR waveforms, the single attosecond pulse isolation is
preserved for most of the driver CEPs, presumably because the
subcycle duration of the intensity envelope continuously
constricts the HHG process to a single recollision event
from the only intense half cycle of the electric field. In addition
to being CEP robust, the proposed scheme has also shown to
be stable under macroscopic propagation including phase-
matching of the high-order harmonics in a low-density gas
target. Finally, we have provided preliminary theoretical advice
for the development of all-fiber IAP sources driven by self-
compressed millijoule-level subcycle IR pulses. Altogether, we
believe that these findings might pave the way toward a new
generation of compact and robust experiments for IAP
generation with subcycle drivers, which, among other
applications, offer great promise for advancing real-time
observation and precision control of electron dynamics at
the atomic scale.
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